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ABSTRACT

Linear precoding for the wireless MIIMO broadcast channel
with multiple antennas at the transmitter and non cooperative
single antenna receivers is considered. For statistical chan-
nel state information (CSI) at the transmitter a novel opti
mization problem for adaptive precoding based on the mean
square error (MSE) is solved, which can also deal with in-
complete CSI at the receivers, i.e., the receivers' channel
estimates rely on a common pilot channel. We explicitly
model the receivers' (limited) processing capabilities, which
leads to a performance advantage over existing signal-to-
interference-and-noise-ratio (SINR) approaches.

1. INTRODUCTION

A wireless communication scenario with multiple antennas
at the transmitter and single antenna receivers, which can-
not cooperate, is referred to as MIMO broadcast channel.
Linear precoding (a k a beamforming) aims at a reduced in-
terference among different data signals at the receivers (ad-
ditionally to antenna gain). For coherent demodulation the
receivers have to estimate the effective channel consisting of
linear precoding followed by the physical wireless channel
A receiver can estimate the effective channel if dedicated
pilot sequences, different for every receiver, are provided in
the system and precoded by the same transformation as the
respective data signals.

Iin FDD-UMTS (WCDMA) [1] the receivers' channel
estimates ("phase references") are typically based on a com-
mon pilot sequence, which is designated for all receivers
(see [2] and [3] for details). There is a 'primary common
pilot" transmitted to all users in the sector and "secondary
common pilots" transmitted over a fixed grid-of-beams to
exploit the antenna gain. For both common pilots, every
data stream has to be transmitted via the same precoding
vector (fixed "beam") as the pilot used by the respective re-
ceiver to enable coherent demodulation. Standard adaptive
precoding schemes, such as SINR balancing [4] for exam-
ple, are not applicable due to the receivers' incomplete CSI.

A first approach to this problem was given by [3] based
on sum MSE, where the matched filter (Rake receiver) at

the receiver and its incomplete CSI from the common pilot
channel was modeled explicitly. Another adaptive precod-
ing is mentioned in [2] but not explained in detail, which
shows significant gains in cell capacity over a fixed-beam
approach and an adaptive precoding using the dedicated pi-
lot sequence. In [5] the SINR definition is modified to in-
clude the receivers' incomplete CSI in case ofcommon pilot
sequences (else the algorithm is identical to [4]); it serves as
a performance reference in Sec. 6. MSE balancing for com-
plete CSI at transmitter and receivers was solved based on
the relationship between SINR and MSE in [6].

In contrast to balancing the SINR ratios as in [5] our
novel approach balances the MSE ratios (m nmax MSE) be
tween receivers. The MSE criterion gives us the advantage,
that the receivers' signal processing can be described di
rectly without requiring a suitable description via an equiva-
lent SINR as in [5] (Note, that [5] does not state which real
izable receiver corresponds to the proposed modified SINR
criterion.) Thus with the MSE we can model the receivers'
processing capability based on incomplete CSI more accu-
rately, for simplicity, we assume a simple phase correction
but an extension is possible. Besides treating the case of
statistical CSI, we also show the MSE duality directly with-
out the SINR duality in contrast to [6] The min-max MSE
problem is solved in analogy to [4] based on a dual uplink
model and the algorithm is given Sec 4.2 Additionally, we
give a simple algorithm (Sec. 5), which adapts any given
precoder to the common pilot channel, without it the meth-
ods from [5] and [4] yield a bit error rate (BER) close to 0.5.
The performance comparison w.r.t. uncoded BER in Sec. 6
shows a significant improvement of our scheme explicitly
modeling the specific receiver processing over [5] and [4],
where both are adapted using our approach in Sec. 5.

Notation: Vectors and matrices are denoted by lower and up-
per case italic bold letters. The operators (,)T, (,)H, (.)*, and
tr(e) stand for transpose, Hermitian transpose, complex conju-
gate., and trace of a matrix, respectively. OM IN, IN, and 1 ym de-
note the (Al X N) zero matrix, (N X N) identity matrix, length A7I
all ones vector, respectively. E{.} and EH {*} denote the expec-
tation with respect to symbols and noise and expectation with re-
spect to the random channel, respectively. diag a, 2, . , aK}
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Figure 1. Downlink model

is a diagonal matrix with a to a on its diagonal.

2. SYSTEM MODEL

2.1. Downlink Data Channel
The data channel is presented in Fig 1 where d c AK con-
tains the receivers' data symbols dk, k c {17 . I K}, which
are taken from a discrete modulation alphabet A. We as-
sume that the correlation matrix Rd Ed dH} K-
The transmit filter T [t, tK1 C NxYK precodes
the symbol vector d to generate the baseband signals of
all N antenna elements. T can be split into the diago-
nal non-negative downlink power allocation matrix pl' 2

dia.{p, p1/2 1/2} and the beamforming matrix Ulapl1 2 , Kp n eeamomga1
[u1 U2, u with lUk 12 = 1 The transmitted sig
nals then propagate over the frequency flat channel repre-
sented by H =h, h2..., hK T The channel compo-
nents are complex Gaussian distributed where the channel
hk - V c(0N, Chk ) stacks the channel coefficients of all
N antenna elements to receiver k and C -1 EH{ hk }
corresponds to the covariance matrix of the kth receiver's
channel. The additive complex Gaussian noise in all re-
ceived signals is collected in 7q -A/C(OK, 72IK)1. The
noise q and the symbols d are assumed to be uncorrelated
Le, E{dHI} OKxK-

The receive filter RB= diau{ri}> CK K describes
the signal processing of the receivers, located at different
positions and consequently unable to jointly process their
received signals. The receivers' processing is cascaded in
G = dia{gl,,.. ,gK} modeling the receivers' incomplete
CSI (see next section) B = diag{b, bK} modeling
the receivers automatic gain control (compare [7]) and p-1/2

2.2. Common Pilot Channel
P orthogonal (common) pilot sequences are provided by the
system They are precoded by W Wl w2 Wp
Cmx P. For example, in the case that there is no dedicated
pilot and only a primary common pilot (P = 1) [1] receiver
k is able to estimate hwT only. But its data dk is re-
ceived via the equivalent channel h Ttk. This results in a
phase mismatch, which has to be considered when optimiz-
ing t. Generally, P > 1 in case of secondary common
pilot [L]. Thus, we make the assumption that the receiver

Generalization to different noise variances is possible, but not done for
simplicity.

knowS h W perfectly for some i: This assumption can be
exploited by the transmitter, as it knows W and i, to opti-
mize the precoding T.

3. SINR DUALITY AND BALANCING

3*1. The Classical Solution For Dedicated Pilot

The SINR of receiver in the downlink model (cf. Fig. 1) is

UHC* U
SIMNRi P, i Ui

Z
K

IPkUHC Uk P,UC
H

U,k= 1 kU hi ikP Ui hi Ui 07'
(1)

which is independent ofthe receivers' processing G and B.
Individual downlink SINRs depend on the power allocation
vector p =PI,P2.p ... PK] in addition to all receivers
beamforming vectors Uk This coupling between the beam
forming vectors in the SINR expression makes it difficult
to solve a downlink optimization directly respecting a sum
power constraint. Hence, a decoupled dual model [4] is
needed, where the individual SINRs depend exclusively on
their corresponding beamforming vectors.

The power allocation vector of the dual model is q
[ql, ..., qK] with sum-power K q= Pmax In [4],
an SINR dual model was found (similar to Fig. 2) and the
individual uplink SINRs are

SINRUL qiU h Ui
KZ I qkUHC* U q,,UHC* U (21c-1 1vi (hk Ui -QU,(h i + CJ

(2)
It follows that any downlink SINR optimization is first ap-
pliud on the dual moudel to solve for U. The duownlink power
allocation problem is solved in a succeeding step [4]

This duality can be used to solve the Max-Min SINR
optimization with desired SINRs {}f',1

SINRDL
AD =max minl s.t.: lP L<_ Pmnax . (3)

U,p 1<i<K -Yi

In [4], this optimization was found to be equivalent to bal-
ancing the SINRs of all receivers at ADL and a complete
derivation of the solution was given.

3.2. A Solution for Common Pilot

As the SINRs (1) are independent ofthe receivers' process
ing R, it is not straight forward to modify the SINR defi-
nition to integrate the receivers' incomplete CSI. In [5], a
modified expression of the downlink SINR is given where
the channel hTtk at the receiver is represented by a corre-
lated and an uncorrelated component w.r.t. the common pi-
lot channel hTwi. The variance of the latter is interpreted
as additional noise and the variance ofthe correlated part is
considered as signal power in the new SINR expression

HE

SINI<DL -U U, (4)
z=
K

PkU ChC Uk -Pi HA*ui +u 2

T R



where A (Chi W hi) / (WH Chiwi) and wi is
the precoder ofthe common pilot sequence used by receiver i
The SINR balancing problem is solved similarly to the clas-
sical way using duality [5, 4]. To obtain ui it involves a
generalized eigenvalue decomposition with normalization
which is not unique up to a complex scalar with magnitude
one. This is a problem in case the receiver has only incom-
plete CSI (see Sec. 6).

4. MSE BALANCING

For statistical CSI at the transmitter, the individual MSEs
are given by £ EH{E{ldi- di }}IVi c I{1 K}
[8]. In contrast to minimizing the sum-MSE [8] we are
interested in solving the Min-Max optimization2 through
MSE duality.
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Figure 2. Dual uplink model

where the i, kth element of the coupling matrix t is

4¾.k ={ LkCh ILk, kk
h

We define the matrix Q E R,K as a diagonal matrix con-
taining the elements c1, i {1, . K},

wi b2UHC hai -biTUi-b1UH +1

EH{ bjgjhTui_ 12} > O. (110)
argmin (max EDLg

_UBp /i TK t

s.t. P P1nax (5)

with the MSE demand matrix . = diac{r K., I} con-

taining the receivers' maximum allowed MSE (. This Min-
Max problem corresponds to balancing the MSE ratios with
active power constraint, as EDL is strictly monotonically de-
creasing in pi and monotonically increasing in Pk, k

The receivers' incomplete CSI is incorporated model
ing their receive processing by a phase correction, which

is based on a perfect estimate of the common pilot chan-
nel hT wi (this always serves as a phase reference in FDD-
UMTS [1] and is preferable as detailed in [2]):

gi9= (h Wi)/ h' Wi1 ic{l ... IK}. (6)

Besides using MSE instead of SINR this is the key step in
our solution . To compute the MSE explicitly we need [8]

i'= EH{gi h'} = w Ci (wi Ch wi)2 h

Note that 91 1

For solving (5) we follow the procedure in [4].

4.1. Duality

From Fig 1 we have for the ith estimate

bdi= hThUv--d
'VP- i

(8)17)

We see that ci depends on the quality of the signal part in-

tended to receiver i.

Next wve choose the MSE dual uplink model (the choice
is not unique) based on the following definition.

Definition 1 An MSE dual model is any virtual or realis
tic model (U(U, B, q, Pmax) where any MSEset 0j... . (K
achieved by is achieved by the original downlink modelYK
and vice-versafor the same sum-power Pmax Lk=1 qk

with the same beamforming matrix U. The dual MSEs £i =

f (ui, bi, q) have to be decoupled in ui.

Fig. 2 shows the proposed uplink dual model with the
uplink power allocation matrix Q diagf l qK} The
individual uplink MSEs can be found similarly to the down-

fink case:

DL _ 2(

K\

, , qk 1f k,^i
E1;f1=1,koi7

(11)
(7)

Now we pose the problem ofbalancing the MSE ratios £DLg,
at CDL rDL }, Vi. In analogy to the SINR balancing
in [4] it yields-with M = (A + B-2Q)

CDLp = B26-1 P + U2B 1 1K

Posing the same problem in the uplink, we get

CULq = B M q +qB2 6.i 1K

12)

(13)

and the individual MSE can be written as

K

EDL = b? PkTi,k /Pi + Ugi
\k=l1,kzAi J

b2T2 /P,, (9)

2Our approach can also be applied to the power minimization problem
with quality of service (MSE) constraints following the steps in [4].

3A generalization with a different choice of gi is possible, e.g., includ-
ing an amplitude correction, but not shown here.

In analogy to [4] we can now proof the desired property of
duality.

Theorem 1 Under the assumptions of an irreducible cou-

pling matrix I, B > OKxK, andfor given U,B, P-ma,
and equal receiver noise T2, we have

CUL (U B Pva ) = CDL (UB /3 PiIa). (14)

{ U0opt1 Bopti Popt }

2(T2 lqi.lqi + wi + bq.. n



Proof: Given the MSE tuple tC, (}. If we can achieve
CDL = C in the downlink, then using (12)

p 7j(CIK -B2 'M) iB2 '1K (15)

where the entries of the power allocation vector p are posi-
tive. A necessary and sufficient condition [9] for this is C>
Amna(B2-'M) following the assumption that the non-

t tr 2,1M d blI dt hnegative matrix B l is irreducible. In addition, the
maximum eigenvalue Amax (B26 AI)=max(B 'A
since B E is diagonal. It follows that

q (CIK -B B26-1 (16)

is a valid uplink poower allocation vector which means that
the tuple tC, (} is achievable in the uplink. Reciprocally,
we can show that if a tuple is achievable in the uplink it
must be achievable in the downlink Furthermore, the needed
power in the downlink to achieve the power allocation is the
same as the required power in the uplink:

T _ T 2 B-2(C- Q)

= IT T2 B-2C Q
- K t1R B ( 6I. )

X) IK (1
'

lTif-q_ T
. I:.1K = 1Kqlr.

This proves the MSE duality under a sum power con-

straint. If C = 1, the entries in . correspond to the indi-
vidual MSEs If these individual MSEs are achievable in
one link, it follows that they are also achievable in the other

link, hence the dual uplink and the original downlink have
the same MSE achievability region.

For irreducible coupling matrices where all receivers in
the system are coupled by interference, duality is ensured

between uplink and downlink. The coupling matrix 4' gets
reducible when a receiver does not influence or is not influ-
enced by otherreceivers' intererence. This happens rarely
for statistical CSI and finite noise variance, as it is directly

related to the nulling of the interference component Tik
which happens in case Uk lies in the null-space of C*
However, if the covariance matrices Ch* are full rank, per-

fect nulling is not possible.

4.2. Algorithm

As in [4] we approach the balancing problem (5) first in the
uplink to find Uo and Bop due to Theorem 1 The uplink
MSE balancing power allocation is tackled in (13) without
power constraint. Integrating the power constraint, we get

CULqext = Eqext where, (18)

B2 T'M u7B26-11K
I iT 2r ImT I 1T,7B2 2K

The valid uplink power allocation q for some B and U cor-

responds to the firstK elements ofthe dominant eigenvector

of E with the (K + 1)-th element scaled to one. It means
that . TTTCyUL _ ,K-(su = Amax ''ZJ) - (19)
By defining U = UB with unit norm columns in U and
setting the partial derivatives EUL * = ON, Vi, we get
for some power allocation q

ui = qiZ- - (20)

where Z = Ek,=l qk&h, + c7 IN and qb are given in (7).
Summary ofalgorithm: Following the argumentation in

[4] we solve the balancing optimization in the uplink iter-
atively repeating (20) followed by (18) and (119) until the
margin between the relative MSEs of the best and worst re-
ceiver is small enough The downlink power allocation is
then computed as

p7u22(( Q) I1K, (21)

where the achieved uplink MSE values are plugged into 6

Convergence and complexity are similar to the SINR meth-
ods with on average 3 -4 iterations in the scenarios from
Sec. 6.

5. SUBOPTIMUM ADAPTATION OF ANY
PRECODER TO A COMMON PILOT CHANNEL

The normalized beamforming vectors Uk for the SINRmeth
ods (Sec. 3) are only determined up to a complex scalar of
magnitude one We solve min Ed h dk-ghTtkCkdk 2

s C 2=1 for given t 1U /2 based on (6) to de
termine a phase compensation Ck at the transmitter.4 This
yields

Ck tHo* /ItH* Vk f1,2 . K. (22)

The solution is suboptimum compared to Sec 4 but only
with this modification the approaches in Sec. 3 can be ap-
plied in a system with common pilot (Sec 6) Note that
(22) allows for an adaptation of any given precoder to work
together with a common pilot channel.

6. PERFORMANCE RESULTS

In scenario 1 we assume N = 8 transmit antennas in
a uniform linear array with half wavelength spacing-and
K 4 receivers with one antenna each positioned at an
gles k =-45,-15°,15°, 45° relatively to the bore side
of the transmitter and for the common pilot channel a grid
of beams at ±52.5' ±22.50 ±7.50 ±37.50. The angles
of departure are Laplacian distributed with means /k and
30 standard deviation. The ratio of the average channel
power between a user and the reference user is defined as

MCPRi = tr(Chi) and set to MCPRI = 10 and MCPR2
trhCh o o n

4Scaling wiih ICk z I would destroy ihe balancing ot (1) and (4).

F)
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Figure 3 Uncoded BER vs SNR for scenario 1L

MCPR3 = MCPR4 =. 00 QPSK symbols per channel
realization and 5000 independent channels for each SNR
step are used in the simulations. The classical SINR (Sec. 3. 1)
approach, which is not designed for a common pilot chan-
nel, and the modified SINR (Sec. 3.2) approach in their
originally proposed versions yield a BER close to 0.5 (not
shown here), if they are not adapted as described. in Sec. 5,

only when including our proposed MSE based adaptation
of Sec. 5 a meaningful comparison is possible and shown
here They are compared to our novel min max MSE ap
proach from Sec. 4 w.r.t. mean uncoded, BER.

For scenario 1 (Fig. 3) the classical SINR approach (adap-
ted with (22)) does not achieve a balancing among the users

and saturates at 10-1 due to the remaining interference
For precoding based on modified SINR with our modifi-
cation (22) the balancing and interference suppression are

improved. The MSE approach achieves the best fairness
among the users with a gain of 2 dB over the modified SINR.

Scenario 2 (Fig. 4) differs from the first by having N =

4 transmit antennas andK 3 receivers positioned at k
-150 0° 15° aligned to a grid of beams. In addition, we
choose MCPR = 10 and MCPR2 MCPR3 1 The
novel min-max MSE optimization achieves a good, balanc-
ing among the users and improved, interference suppression
compared to the modified SINR approach from [5].

Conclusionss The performance advantage of the novel
min-max MSE approach is due to the explicit modeling of
the users' signal processing based, on their incomplete CSI,
which is due to the common pilot channel. The performance
and fairness among users is improved, over existing precoder
based on SINR, but the computational complexity is compa-
rable. The disadvantages of existing methods are: The mod-
ified, SINR [5] does not describe the users' processing capa-

bilities based on the limited CSI sufficiently, which results
in the performance loss although we removed the phase am-

biguity in the solution based on Sec. 5. The classical SINR
approach [4] is tailored to the case of dedicated pilots and
full CSI at the receivers, which leads to the degraded per-

7~1 0-1_
-00
_
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10log10 (Pmax 2,)

Figure 4. Uncoded BER vs. SNR for scenario 2.

formance in case of a common pilot.
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